PRESS RELEASE
ALLEGGERITA HLT ACID GREEN
The Personal Colours program adds a hue with ACID GREEN
OZ is expanding its array of colors in 2013, offering ALLEGGERITA HLT, leader in terms of light weight (6.29 kg
for 17”), in a brand-new color: ACID GREEN.
The latest finishing, which joins the existing 8 already on the palette, increases the options in the Personal
Colours program. Now it’s possible to color-customize your ride, giving it a unique touch that will make a
personal style statement.
Just like in racing, even in everyday life, color coding is part of a specific visual language, it communicates a
certain style and, thanks to the Personal Colours program, with ALLEGGERITA HLT it’s possible to add it to all the
high sport compact cars this wheel is crafted to adorn.
Not just for style and personalization, more than anything else ALLEGGERITA HLT stands for light weight,
quality and performance. To ensure the absolute highest quality and the promise of lightness, each wheel
is weighed by a technician who personally signs a “certificate of lightness”
that indicates the exact weight of each ALLEGGERITA HLT within a
maximum tolerance of 3%.
Reducing unsprung weight not only means improved driving
comfort, but it also limits CO2 emissions. The challenge
to achieve extreme lightness, won without sacrificing
safety and quality, is guaranteed by special production
technologies, like flow forming, utilized to craft such a light
one-piece, 9-spoke wheel.
ALLEGGERITA HLT is available in 16”, 17”, 18” diameters, and
in acid green, matt red, race gold, matt black, race white, matt
blue, matt graphite, orange, and titanium tech finishings.
Like all OZ wheels, ALLEGGERITA HLT is TÜV certified.
Always ask your tire dealer for the certification for the wheels
you are purchasing; don’t settle for less than total safety!
To see the effect of all OZ wheels, go to www.ozracing.com
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